The Twelve Lessons of Oneness

Message Five: Oneness: The TRUTH without Doubt
Originally Delivered Jan 26, 2008 TOSA Ranch, Tijeras, NM, USA
Through Wisdom Teacher Sri Ram Kaa & Master Lady Kira Raa
...unlocked August 09, 2021

...this series of twelve Insouled messages are the FIRST called forward at the
direct behest of The St. Germaine It-Self1.
Bring a hand to your heart and ignite a deep Avesa Breath...let it out with a smile...
Divine Directors Speak through Master Lady Kira Raa –
Claim this world where with every breath and in every moment you only see each being as the
highest potential of their BE-ING for this lifetime. Then…notice you have already activated
your Star Consciousness and have transcended the third dimension without the need for
conscious thought. Now…what does your life look like?
What are you doing? Who are you with?
And, as you have claimed that now. . . say YES to a world where with every breath and in every
moment, you only saw each BE-ing as the highest potential for their BE-ing in this lifetime.
Unifying the claiming we say YES. Only you can call this forward. And we continue. Breathing
and connecting with that, How do you feel?
Notice that you are noticing and have already activated the lift from the fifth dimension into
the seventh. Here you are floating and aware that you are without any judgement, melted
into a sea of compassionate lift from the fifth dimensional highway of experience you have
arrived at the seventh dimensional gateway.
1

This document is the direct UP-LEVELED and UNLOCKED body of wisdom unifying these streams once more into “one” from the “all”.
Gift your-self and relax into this experience as the single flow of energy IT...IS. The content recorded is exactly as was called forward during
the Live gathering of the Yoga of Self-Ascension community.
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Discovering that a door does not exist for you can only
open this experience through the release of judgement
and the re-cognition of divine perfection of
the weaving of energies through the complexity of
space and time and co-creation.
Here the vastness of the journey unfolds, and there is a
moment where your conscious breath calls you
through the recognition that the” body is not
breathing”. You are therefore called to instinctively
pay attention to that which has just come forward.
This IS the moment of divine awareness and the
opportunity to EXPERIENCE the vastness as a
Witnesser of the fifth dimension Witnessing “itself” as
the seventh dimension.
You arrive…again…as a Witness, now fully CHOOSING to enter the ninth dimension! To say yes
to this resurrected presence is to fully release all attachments, constraints and NEEDS of the
third dimension.
Fully anchored in the compassion of the fifth dimension supports staying in a body of form
without decay for as long as the experience serves the compassion.
Go deeper with this… study this daily…print this and share it freely.
FOR ALL WHO ARE READY…ALREADY ARE WAKING!
May they find their way and may all anchor the COMPASSION of this moment!
I AM Discourses – Page 34-35
God-Power, thus loosed, goes directly to the channel of consciousness most receptive. From
there, IT builds IT-self up. Awaiting the opportunity to rush forward more and more.
The student of Light, aside from the activity of living as the presence of the Truth, becomes, an
artesian well... from the depths of which flows, this Mighty Essence of the Divine/God.
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Remember, that no matter mistakes that may have been, the Divine/God never criticizes nor
condemns. With every stumble made, in that sweet, loving Voice, hear:
"Arise, my child, and try again! Keep on trying, until... at last... YOU have attained the
True Victory and Freedom of your God-given Dominion."
ALL-ways when ONE is conscious of having made a mistake, the first act is to call on the Law of
Forgiveness. Demand wisdom and strength to avoid the same mistake a second time.
The Divine/God, BEing ALL Love, hosts Infinite Patience. Irrespective of how many mistakes
one may have made, one can ALL-ways and again, "Arise and go unto the Mother/Father."
Such is the Love and Freedom the Divine/God's children are privileged to place into action.
There is... only one, mighty, invincible, evolving process!
Through the power of consciously generating Divine Love as the Hub of all Life.
The more we enter in and use IT...consciously...
the more easily and quickly we release the manifested energy of the Mighty Power of the
Divine/God. This IS ALL-WAYS standing as a dammed-up force, waiting for an opening in our
own consciousness, by which IT can project IT-self.
Archangel Raphael speaks...the first full body Insoulment of Archangel Raphael through Master Lady Kira Raa:
Beloved ONES... of many worlds... we are the one you know as Raphael. We come to you
because your planet is at a time of abundant healing. WE...ARE...with YOU. Healing, in many
ways, is often unbeknownst to the egoic aspect of the will of the soul that seeks great healing.
The Great Moment: Releasing Doubt
We see many organs, many hearts, many energies that spiral with golden re-cognition. And
we see what you would term resistance…known in your world, as doubt. The healing that IS
upon your world... NOW... is the re-cognition that YOU...ARE... at the great moment of
releasing ALL doubt. Doubt is held as a gift.
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IT IS... a way to embrace love.
IT IS... a way to move forward.
IT IS... a profound healer!
When you doubt, you offer your-self a moment...of presence.
Because you doubt, YOU...ARE... present with your-self
and open a great healing portal offering the release of doubt.
Your organs, tissues and bodies, we have celebrated eternally. And! In the celebration of the
forever-ness of your bodies, there is a great, profound, and glorious healing, upon YOU...NOW.
Because YOU have asked for it.
YOU... MUST... ASK! As YOU ask... YOU... do receive as the emerald light surrounds YOU
with great abundance. All YOU need do... is ask for clarity and walk without doubt!
AND...when doubt arises, smile and recognize the healing principles of love in motion.
Healing the Brain
As your body has experienced illness and pain, along with profound love, joy and bliss, each is
the same, there is no difference. IT IS... the emotionality of this world, that co-creates
judgments or perspective that one experience is better than another, more preferred than
another, because it is inciting your energy field to Oneness.
YOU...ARE... BEing invited and incited to Oneness.
How you respond, or RSVP, is your choice. We stand with you in ALL ways. There are legions,
of what you refer to as angels, from many worlds, around thee now. Legions… Legions.
The word angel, or the word Archangel, is a misnomer in many ways, and IT IS... clarifying for
this world, to assist a brain that is healing. Your brains are healing. Until your brain heals,
your body will continually demonstrate where your brain is calling forward healing.
The body is a servant of the brain, as the brain is a servant of you. When YOU understand
that this trinity is capable to serve from great wholeness, then the understanding of Oneness
reveals IT-self... there is no-thing logically to perceive.
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Logic…the search for logic, the search for mental stimulation, seeking for the sake of seeking,
the doubt of wholeness... these are energies that have brought your world... now... to the
moment where the brain can heal.
The brain IS healing, IS whole. And, in the wholeness of the healthy brain, the vibrancy of the
physical body transcends all realms. Your tissues, organs and flesh as they say, become the
unified presence of Light.
Divine Directors Quote
Fully anchored in the compassion of the fifth dimension supports staying in a body of form
without decay for as long as the experience serves the compassion.
Go deeper with this… study this daily…print this and share it freely.
You notice that within the unified presence of Light, food carries a much different vibration. In
this moment... now, WE ARE...HERE... because YOU called us with the great healing call. YOU
attuned your vibrations for healing! YOU ignited the portal of invitation! And... IT IS... the
sincere heart of the invitation that calls us to respond.
We offer YOU a great recognition. Our beloved brethren are
also speaking. The Uriel simply invites one thing, that
YOU...ARE... in the great re-cognition that your doubt is only
a means to move you through to the sincere understanding
of the realms where ALL energy is received.
Archangel Raphael exits and Archangel Uriel speaks
through Master Lady Kira Raa:
Understanding Doubt and Pain
Let us share. Many cry out in pain, asking simply for the
pain to be removed. “Take my pain.” It may be a pain of
the heart, a pain of brain, a pain of body, a pain of any form
of illusion... when a call is made to take away pain, the response is returned at the experience
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level of the body. The energy of this densified world. And, there are beauty-full elements of
this world that will help alleviate pain... many.
To BE... sincerely in the Oneness re-cognition that ALL is responded, received, and understood,
is beyond a call to take the pain. IT IS... the call that invites the pain to reveal the gift. IT IS... a
sincere call to that which has called to you. When you call beyond that which has called to
you, it the energy of denial. Proclaiming... “it is bad,” offers judgment. And so, it will anchor.
Call to that which calls to YOU!
This frees the portal and opens the doorway of greater re-cognition.
There are many steps to ONENESS!
Each is a profound rung on the ladder of your recognition.
What “who” do you call to?
In the moment of consciousness, that you have ignited, YOU ARE... taking each step.
Occasionally the step is backwards, and often the step is forward. Sometimes the step is up,
and sometimes the step is down. Each is a step, up-down, back-forward, having its own flow.
IT IS... a re-cognition that your brain is seeking the healing that Raphael has shared.
Understanding Dominion
In the times of what you call the Golden Ages, and there have been many, the manipulation of
healing energy is the energy that calls forward doubt. Through the seeking of dominion over
another... doubt arises. To seek dominion is the expanded expression of the emotional heart
of density that anchors: I am not enough as I am, I must conquer another, I must kill another.
This interesting energy, in your world, has manifested in many ways and has many layers.
And, it continually shifts with the great ages.
In the Golden Ages, there is the re-cognition that balance is true power.
Many have manifested this as signposts along the way.
At the time of great Oneness, IT IS... the balance that will find the way.
Ask your-self, where do I seek dominion? Then ask, what am I seeking dominion of?
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When you cry for help, are you denying the gift that is trying to be revealed? Are you truly
clear of what you are crying for?
Indeed, your world is in bondage... in many ways. Slavery, as you call it, is alive and well, and...
for many... it is self-imposed. This is the gift.
What are you a slave to? What or who is the master of that slavery?
For many, the answer is the mind.
The greatest task master of this world... at this time... is not a government or a country, nor an
energy found anywhere else, except between your ears. We offer this gift because your mind
is healing! And as a mind seeks healing, it will fight for its life.
In your world... now... in this linear year... many are seeking to grab dominion of your mind.
In your heart is the true ONE that has the gift, the presence and the right as you would say,
to have dominion. Yet, your doubt interferes with that connection.
Beloved children of a world in healing, claim your dominion, claim your truth!
Stand without doubt! When you cry out for help, first cry out to that which can
truly help you... the energy that ignited the cry.
The Energy of Oneness
As you practice receiving gift after gift, after gift, after gift... gifting becomes your life.
As you are receiving gift, after gift, after gift... YOU ARE... giving gift, after gift, after gift.
This is the energy of Oneness!
As YOU... without doubt... KNOW your dominion without doubt...
KNOW your truth without doubt... and see this alive and well in those who have yet to see it
alive and well themselves...
You will hold this energy for others only when you release the doubt of your-self.
This is not a step by step process. IT IS... the giant leap across the cavern! And...each leaps at
the right time. Sometimes you leap and discover the river at the bottom. This is OK! ALL rivers
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have gentle streams, if you invite them to BE. Then, you are at the cavern again. The key is to
keep leaping.
Leap, leap, leap! This is not the time of hesitancy. In the energy of your world... now, the
energies will seek dominion because of the great war.
There is a great war in your world. The war for dominion of your brain.
That is the war and it is a great one, manifested in many ways. We do not need to reiterate
because you know these ways. They are ALL out there, and there are many. Many. Many.
Make your decision. Claim your stake for dominion of your brain. Invite the brain heal. Invite
the energy balance.
Beloved Ones, however well-intended, when you seek to assist another who has not invited
that assistance, the energy is that of trying t claim dominion of their brain.
Claiming dominion of another brain is not yours to do. To do so fuels the great war. There are
many who are fueling the great war with their brain.
BE the ONE. Invite your words to escape with kindness or leave them to yourself. Inquire
within your-self: “Have I been inadvertently unkind in any way?”
Here is a small example of inadvertent unkindness. Do you own a plant? Do you water it or
watch it die? That is and example of inadvertent unkindness. Do you live with an animal? Do
you feed it, or let it go hungry?
Kindness is far beyond words... kindness is your truth.
Within kindness is balance. Be kind to your-self.
Do you run your-self ragged as they say?
Do you deny your-self proper nourishment?
Do you think it is your birthright to live on a bed of nails?
Then we invite you to self-inquire where the dominion of the brain is.
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Be kind to your-self. Your kindness becomes others. Seek dominion only of your presence.
May your mastery presence free others to have dominion of themselves.
Be in Oneness, the truth without doubt.
Pay attention to your hearts. Have dominion for you.
Be the present for others and know how loved YOU...ARE.
Many Blessings to you!
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